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Abstract
An electron pair (lochon) in a deep hydrogen ‘naught’ orbit (n = 0) has similarities to muonic hydrogen in that it has a small
orbital radius that allows the protons in molecular hydrogen to be very much closer together than is possible in a normal molecule.
There are also significant differences between lochon- and muon-catalyzed fusion (e.g., one leads to ‘cold’ fusion and the other the
‘hot’ fusion). However, since muon-catalyzed fusion is an accepted phenomenon and Lattice-assisted Nuclear Reaction (LANR)
or Low-energy Nuclear Reaction ( LENR) is not, we will examine the similarities and differences in various mechanisms with the
fusion of deuterons in mind. We start with the assumption that both solutions of the Klein–Gordon equation are actually real and
the one that has here-to-for been rejected correctly identifies a single deep orbit below the n = 1 ground state. (It is generally
accepted that, at least for spinless bosons such as the lochon, this solution of the Klein–Gordon equation holds.) We then compare
the creation model and characteristics of these two naught orbits with those of the muonic orbits (both atomic and molecular). The
similarities lead both naught-orbit and muonic-orbit molecules to fusion. The differences lead the non-relativistic (but >100 MeV
excess energy) muon-induced fusion of deuterons to the fragmentation of excited helium nuclei and the relativistic (but <10 eV
excess energy) lochon-induced D–D fusion to an excited helium 4 He* state that is below these fragmentation levels. The reason for
this different response to the respective “tight” orbits is described along with some of the consequences, e.g., electron capture. In
addition, internal conversion, a known physical process involving nucleon interaction with atomic electrons, is compared with the
Extended Lochon Model to provide a means of de-exciting 4 He* without production of energetic particles or radiation.
© 2013 ISCMNS. All rights reserved. ISSN 2227-3123
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1. Introduction
Loaded palladium deuteride, PdDx (with x = ∼1), has a high number of deuterons located in close proximity to one
another. Under certain circumstances, these deuterons are cyclically brought still closer together and some of them fuse.
Many models have been proposed to identify these circumstances. None has had more than a small group of adherents,
and, all of the earlier models had weaknesses identified in a 1994 review [1]. Nevertheless, with experimental evidence
proving that at least some of the fusion processes proceed from lattice site to the 4 He ground state with release of more
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heat than can be accounted for by accepted pathways, it is clear that conventional atomic and nuclear physics must be
extended beyond their present realms.
Assuming the reality of measured end products (heat and 4 He), we have developed a model over the last decade
that provides a pathway to these products as well as to the other observed effects and byproducts of this system [2–6].
The individual steps along this path have not yet been validated. However, none of them violates known experimental
or theoretical physics. In fact, recent experimental and theoretical work within the mainstream of astrophysics [7,8]
and physics [9] supports some hypotheses of the model.
An assumption of our Lochon Modela is that the n = 1, hydrogen-ground-state energy level is briefly and periodically
occupied by a pair of zero-angular momentum,l = 0, s-orbit electrons that can lose sufficient energy in doing work
to move deeply into a deepening Coulomb potential well so that their orbital radius (wave function) is confined more
closely about the nucleus. The pairing of electrons, shared in the hydrogen 1s orbital and the Pd 4d orbitals, depends
on the local Fermi level and therefore on the local electric fields. This pair of s electrons, the lochon, will form from,
and respond to, the local phonon field and cyclically (at 1013 to 1014 Hz) move deep into the nuclear-Coulomb potential
well, accelerating to high kinetic energies in the process. This modeled action of s electrons is not new; lattice-induced
pair formation is standard physics and happens continually in the solid state as a result of phonon or polariton action.
Normally, in the lattice-atom oscillation, the kinetic energy of bound electrons increases to a point and then returns
to the initial condition (maintaining constant total energy). If the electrons are in an excited atomic state and are able
to radiate energy away as one or more photons or phonons, then the total electron energy drops to a lower level. The
n = 1 level is the lowest such radiation-accessible level, because electrons in that level do not have sufficient angular
momentum to form a photon. However, under the proper nuclear conditions, while the electrons are close to their
nucleus, they can be captured by the nucleus. Or, if they can do work that does not require angular momentum,
they may be able to drop to a lower potential and total energy. At the atomic level and below, systems are generally
conservative. Therefore, the work done goes into stored energy and the process is fully reversible. The electron energy
changes are ‘done’ and ‘undone’ in a cyclic manner and no violation of accepted physics and chemistry is observed.
When this process occurs during the collision portion of the longitudinal optical-phonon cycle for deuteron pairs
bound in the sub-lattice of a PdD crystal, work is performed. If the colliding deuterons do not get close enough for
their nuclear forces to overcome the lattice or nuclear Coulomb barriers, they are subsequently drawn back into the
sub-lattice sites and the cycle, at about 1014 Hz, begins again. If the collision is close enough for fusion to occur, then,
the deep-well electrons absorb energy from the accelerating protons and reradiate it. One or both of the electrons can
be ejected. The now tightly bound and relativistic electron or pair participates in a nuclear ‘dance’ that leads the excited
4 He* to its ground state(s). This latter process is described by the Extended Lochon Model [10].
The Extended Model provides all of the observed effects in low-energy nuclear reactions (LENR). It has been
recently reinforced by (and, in turn supports) a theoretical quantum mechanics work of Jan Naudts identifying a deeplevel atomic orbital [9,11]. This deep level is not within the normal range of detectability (energy and intensity), is not
generally occupied, here-to-fore has not been sought, and therefore has not had any experimental support. (However,
actual experimental data for the Halo nucleons [12] can be interpreted to support this model.) The prior deep-orbit
theoretical work, while neither fundamental nor essential to the lochon model, may provide a valuable basis for
explaining some parts of the model that had been postulated, based on accepted solid-state models and mathematically
derived, but not proven rigorously. Similarity of portions of the lochon model to accepted physical processes might
be considered as support for the model, just as experimental evidence of much higher fusion cross sections observed
in keV deuteron–deuteron collisions [7,8] over the last two decades has supported the hypothesis of nuclear fusion in
LENR in general. Nevertheless, these portions are only stepping stones; and they must be properly connected before
a The lochon (a “local-charged boson”) is a pair of s electrons tightly coupled by the phonon field to a deuteron (in this case) during the longitudinal

optical-phonon collision mode of the hydrogen sub-lattice in a PdD crystal.
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the pathway is complete.
Some of the Extended Lochon Model mimics or has similarities with known physical processes, such as proximitycoupling, internal conversion, muon catalysis, electron capture, and cyclical, deep, electron orbitals. This present paper
explores the new deep atomic level and then compares this model with some accepted nuclear physics mechanisms to
determine the similarities and differences leading to each and the applicability of the known phenomena to the new
LENR data and environment.
2. Naudts’ Orbits
A deep atomic orbital at a binding energy of about mc2 is predicted from one solution of the Klein–Gordon (KG)
equation [9]. Earlier studies of the relativistic 1-dimensional hydrogen atom [13], of a normally rejected solution to the
Schrodinger equation [14], and in an independent development [15], had predicted a similar deep orbit (in some cases
infinitely deep [13]). The deep-orbit solution of the KG equation has been rejected by other authors [16,17], as: being
from an equation that is not applicable to particles with spin, being non-square integrable, and being singular at the
origin. Therefore, by their definition, it cannot be applied to an electron and it could not be real even if it did pertain.
Nevertheless, the same KG model predicts two sets of energy levels. One set is ‘acceptable’ (even without considering
spin) because it provides levels consistent with known values for bosons (e.g., pions) and is not singular. The other
set is ‘unacceptable’ because, along with the known levels, it predicts a level that has not been observed. However, in
both sets of solutions (neither including spin), the upper atomic-hydrogen levels are predicted to be within parts per 10
thousand of each other and of the normally calculated results.
The values for the deep accepted energy levels (e.g., n = 1 and 2), calculated by the ‘unacceptable’ path, are slightly
further from experimental results than those predicted by the basic ‘standard’ model; but, they converge to those of the
‘accepted’ Dirac model at the higher energy levels (e.g., n > 2). The reason for this deviation at the deeper levels (for
both solutions) is that the KG equation does not include the spin of an electron. At higher energies, the electrons are
further from the nucleus and each other, so that spin-spin and spin–orbit interactions become less important. A more
recent paper [18] has established theoretical criteria for accepting the deep orbit solution in the KG equation, but not in
the Dirac equation for which such a solution had been claimed earlier (1993) [19]. This same deep orbit solution for
the Dirac equation, in a physical argument, has been rejected based on a low probability (∼ 2×10−9 ) of the solution
in the region of the nucleus [20]. Nevertheless, such an orbit is admitted, even in this earlier critical paper, based on a
modified Coulomb potential that permits a non-singular origin (at r = 0).
If the energy-level data are extended from Naudts’ paper and rewritten in more convenient notation (Table 1), then
some interesting conclusions can be drawn when they are compared with ‘standard’ [21] calculations. The solutions
to the KG equation provide two sets of levels identified by a parameter s (slightly modifying Naudts’ notation for the
wave function, in Eq. (1)).
!(q) = exp−i E o t/h̄r −s exp−r/ro .

(1)

The KG values for s ≥ 0 correspond to the standard orbital energy levels. The KG values for s ≤ 1, with a much
more centrally concentrated probability distribution, are the ‘unacceptable’ levels. The n values in the table are chosen
to agree with conventional notation and neither the standard nor the KG sets contains a correction for the finite nuclear
mass. It can be seen that the KG results ‘straddle’ the standard values and converge toward it (in parts-per-million, the
differences in the last two columns) for the higher n values.
What does this all mean? If the KG equation can predict energy levels within milli-electron volts of the measured
and calculated values for the observed results, then it should be reasonable to expect it to predict all levels to some
degree of accuracy. In this case, the deepest (s ≤ 1) level is predicted to have a binding energy of about 507 keV. Even
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Table 1. Hydrogen energy level calculations for Standard and Klein–Gordon solutions
Hydrogen
atomic orbit

Standard (‘S’)
calculated E levels (eV)

Klein–Gordon (KG)
E (eV) for s ≥ 0

E (eV) for s ≤ 1

n
n
n
n
n

–
13.605698
3.401424
1.511744
0.850354

–
13.606600
3.401571
1.511791
0.850376

∼ 507, 000
13.603702
3.401208
1.511683
0.850331

=0
=1
=2
=3
=4

‘S’ minus KG
Delta (∼0) ×
10−6
–
–902
–147
–47
–22

Delta (∼1) ×
10−6
–
1996
216
61
23

if the corrections from spin, spin coupling, finite nucleus and electron size, relativistic effects, etc., were of the order
of 90% (they were less than 100 PPM for the ‘normal’ calculations and should be within several hundred keV for the
more spin-sensitive n = 0 level), there is a deep energy level that has been predicted. But, it has not been observed (has
it been sought?) nor wanted in the quantum-mechanical description of the atom. With the accuracy of these predictions
and modern measurement capabilities, it would appear to be worth looking for and trying to understand what it means
to physics today.
The deep level predicted by the KG equation is alone (no other deep levels are predicted in the approximation) and
far below the n = 1 levels, so we will call it interchangeably the n = 0, or ‘nought’, or ‘naught’ level. What are some of
its properties and problems? Assuming a single electron (without spin), the KG equation (giving Eqs. (2) and (3), with
the fine-structure constant α = ∼ 1/137) predicts a binding-energy level of about 507 keV and a characteristic orbit with
ro = 390 fm. The total nought-orbit energy, TEo , equals the mass energy plus the binding energy (this latter is also the
potential energy – a negative value – plus the kinetic energy). Therefore, the binding energy of the orbit (a negative
value for an attractive potential) is E o –m o c2 and the proposed nought-orbit values from the KG equation are:
TEo ∼
= m o c2 α ∼
= 3.7 keV '⇒ binding energy = E b = TEo − m o c2 ∼
= −507.3 keV,

(2)

ro ∼
= h̄/m o c2 ∼
= 390 fm.

(3)

Classically, the nought-orbit electron can have angular momentum. However, it will be much lower than Planck’s
constant divided by 2π (where h/2π = h̄). Therefore, as 0 < l ) h and the uncertainty in angular momentum is h̄/2,
it would be classified as an l = 0 orbit. The nought orbit is thus both n = 0 and l = 0 orbit. (The Dirac nought-orbit
gives a nuclear Coulomb repulsive radius as <4 fm [22].)
There are other interesting points about this orbit relative to the normal atomic orbitals. While ‘circumferences’
of the Bohr orbits are integer multiples of the electrons’ deBroglie wavelength (λdB = h/ p, where h is Plancks’
constant and p is the magnitude of the electron momentum). The naught orbit in one development [9] has a predicted
circumference close to that of the electron’s Compton wavelength (λC = h/mc). As such, the nought electron still fits
within the wave mechanics regime and is consistent with the Heisenberg Uncertainty Relation, %x %p ≥ h/4π (e.g.,
if λdB = h/ p = λC = h/mc, with %x = ∼ 2 (λdB /2πp, and %p = 2|pmax |, see below).
The deep-orbit solution for the Dirac equation has more than a single deep level [22]. It has higher angularmomentum orbitals. These additional orbits have higher binding energy than the n = 0 level, (507.3 < E b < 511, as
distinct from the conventional orbits that have lower binding energies as n increases). A point not mentioned in the
nought-orbit papers is the need for the electron orbit to be in the fermi range, not the picometer range, to attain the
0.5–1 MeV energies required for the solution. This important concept, addressed in [22] and briefly addressed below,
must be explored further in a later paper.
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The proposed electron naught orbit (radial or circular motion?) is of the same order as that of the muon orbit
(rn = 0 = ∼ 390 fm vs rµ = ∼250 fm) and therefore, a naught-orbit electron should be able to catalyze fusion in a similar
manner. If we assume that the predicted naught orbit is approximately valid, then, if it can be attained, it would become
a natural bridge to hydrogen fusion, just as is the muon. Moreover, electrons are plentiful (and cheap) and muons are
not. But, electrons do not naturally migrate to the nought orbits (as they do to the n = 1 orbits) or our universe would
not exist in its present form.
Given that this deep orbit exists, then the Quantum Mechanics (QM) argument that the hydrogen ground state is
the lowest orbit has only limited validity. However, a hydrogen atom with an electron in a nought orbit, Hˆ, would
not last long in the presence of other hydrogen atoms before they fuse; therefore a statement of the hydrogen ground
state as the lowest stable orbit may still be valid. Nevertheless, one should not reject the nought orbit based on this
QM claim. Perhaps, there is a reason that the QM claim could be rejected based on the naught orbit, but the accurate
QM orbit-energy predictions could still be valid, since they are based on probabilities and the lifetime of this orbit is
probably very short. On the other hand, since the QM-orbit equations (Klein–Gordon and Dirac) do not include the
nuclear-capture probability and do not address the difficulty in reaching this orbit, the orbit should be real and might
even be stable in that limited calculation.
The non-relativistic QM predictions are based on the deBroglie wavelengths and associated resonances of the bound
electron. The addition of a (perhaps) single Compton wavelength for the electron could give a new orbit (a solution
or resonance) and still not violate the old QM models (they may just not include the most general solution). Since the
strict Coulomb potential has no minimum, and nothing except the perceived singularity at r = 0 prevents the electron
from passing through the nucleus, the normal ground state is a minimum only as a result of ‘mechanical’ resonance
states of the electrons in a potential well. The photon and its requirements for E = hν and l = 1, which are critical to a
proper understanding of the atom, do not directly enter the standard Schrodinger equation picture.
This resonance of an electron in a Coulomb potential is a consequence of the deBroglie relation (λdB = h/mv) that is
often used, but seldom explained. Alternatively, it is answered in the form of a mathematical solution of the Schrodinger
equation with ‘no further discussion required (allowed?).’ The relativistic addition of the Compton relation (λC = h/mc)
does not alter the former solutions. However, instead of multiple resonances possible because of the variable v (the
electron velocity) in the deBroglie wavelength, there may be only a single KG resonance for the single Compton
wavelength (v ≤ c). On the other hand, just as there are beat frequencies when two frequencies are combined, it is
possible that there are multiple resonances that can be associated with the relativistic (near-nuclear) regime [22]. This
possibility needs exploration.
If we convert the wavelengths to frequencies, we get νC = mc2 / h for the Compton frequency and a coupled frequency
for the deBroglie wavelength. This new frequency is related to E = hνdB = ∼ (γ − 1)mc2 , where γ is (1 − ν 2 /c2 )−1/2 .
Thus, as the electron orbit shrinks and the velocity approaches that of the speed of light, its gamma, γ , and effective
frequency increases and the effective wavelength of the electron (λdB = h/γ mv) decreases further. Is there another
resonance at an even deeper level? Approximate solution to the KG equation says no! The neutron could be a candidate
for the deep orbit of known stability; however, it takes more energy to get there than the Coulomb potential can provide
at even the classical electron radius. On the other hand, the KG equation does not include the nuclear potential, mass,
or particle spin; and the approximate solution does not even allow angular momentum. With these inclusions, a more
detailed equation could convert mass energy of the proton, assumed to be infinite in the simple case, into electron
mass or kinetic energy and produce a two-level ‘neutron’ or a heavier charged particle. Since there are a number of
approximations in the KG equation and its solution(s), particularly as the nucleus is approached, the neutron could
provide the deep relativistic orbit that we are addressing and we might not recognize it as such. Some known physics
could be violated that was not included as appropriate boundary conditions in the mathematical equations. Therefore,
that possibility becomes a different story. The nought-orbit solution of the Dirac equation needs to be explored further.
We have given a logical basis for the existence of very-deep energy level for atomic electrons that is predicted by a
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relativistic correction to the Schrodinger equation. What keeps electrons from filling it and precipitating high rates of
fusion in, for example, water? A possible key is in the inability to transfer energy between one or more bound electrons,
between a bound electron and a photon/phonon, between a bound electron and a proton, or between the Coulomb field
and the relativistic electron without transferring angular momentum. Both photons and phonons are bosons and have
angular momentum of 1 (h). Therefore, they are not candidates for energy transfer in this l = 0 case. However, to fit
the model results, all Coulomb potential energy must be converted into the electron’s relativistic kinetic energy.
A potentially more important answer to the question of why the nought orbit is not observed comes from the standard
solutions of the Dirac equations in 1-D vs 3-D. While the 1-D equation predicts a nought orbit, the 3-D version does not
[13]. I had attributed this difference to the singular Coulomb potential. However, even when using a truncated potential
without singularity, this difference remains. There is a piece of information here that pertains directly to the present
development. An atom in free, or semi-free, space is essentially in three dimensions. However, when in a very-strong
electric field, a single dimension dominates. The lochon model describes that very situation. If the standard model
of the Dirac equation is correct, the very act of bringing two nuclei into close proximity, creates a nought orbit. The
nought orbit would almost never be observed, or recognized if observed, because it has such a transitory existence.
Only if the orbit(s) can be populated by one or more electrons, and the nuclei stabilized in a femto molecule, would the
nought orbit’s existence be demonstrable. We will explore the other options and implications below.
3. Naught Orbits as Applied to the Lochon Model
There are several differences between Naudts’ model and the Lochon Model of a nought orbit. First, the lochon model
predicts two electrons in the orbit rather than one. This complicates matters and yet, being a boson, the electron pair
also counters some arguments against the naught orbit. As a first-order approximation, we ignore the fact that the
electron pair is two electrons with a mutually repulsive nature and not a single doubly charged boson. Assuming a
boson with charge of 2e and mass of M = 2m o , Eqs. (2) and (3) give new values for energy and orbit radius. The energy
depends on both mass and potential. The mass and charge are both doubled so that the lochon nought-orbit radius ro*
will be twice cut in half (hence, ro* = ∼100 fm). The potential V for a single electron, given as proportional to the
fine structure constant over the radius, will quadruple because of the reduced radius and double again because of the
double charge. However, the r dependence cancels out in the calculation for the energy. Therefore, the lochon energy
level is E o* = 2m o c2 (2α) = 4E o . (Inclusion of the electrons’ repulsion may reduce this energy to 1/2 to 3/3 of that for a
single-bodied doubly charged boson. However, the near-field relativistic magnetic attraction – spin–spin, orbit–orbit,
and spin–orbit – may counter this effect.) On the other hand, the binding energy (a negative value) for the pair, being E o*
minus the rest mass energy, is still going to be close to twice that for the single electron (in our present approximation).
The actual value of E o* does not change the binding energy much. That is dominated by the mass energy and
Compton-wavelength resonance. Therefore, the internal energy of the lochon, which can reduce the Coulomb attraction
of the nucleus for the paired electrons by 25– 50%, has little impact on the nought-orbit lochon binding energy that is
∼1 MeV. However, it could increase the field radius, ro* , so that it exceeds the Compton radius of a single particle with
the same mass.
The binding energy for the nought-orbit lochon is: ∼ 1 MeV
The kinetic energy of the nought-orbit lochon is: ∼ 1 MeV
The potential energy of the nought-orbit lochon is: ∼ -2 MeV
The suggested nought-orbit lochon radius, ro* , is: ∼ 100–200 fm
To achieve this high magnitude of potential energy, the average electron-charge orbital radius is only on the order
of a Fermi, which is near to the classical-electron radius. The electron has shed most of its identify in fusing with the
nuclear proton(s) field. The Zitterbewegung is of the order of 390 fm. However, from Eq. (1), the strong 3-D focusing
of the electron motion about the nucleus of r −1 exp(-r/ro ) allows dimensions of the average field concentration to be
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this small. Therefore, the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle is not violated by the small confinement for a low-mass
charged particle.
4. Muon Catalysis
Muons catalyze D–D fusion by filling a deep ground-state level in hydrogen atoms that is roughly 200 times smaller
in radius than that of the electron [23,24]. This means that they first form pseudo-neutrons (pico-atoms) and then tiny
hydrogenic molecular ions (pico-molecules of p–P, p–D, p–T, d–D, d–T, or t–T). These pico-molecules are bound by a
muon and would be much smaller than the corresponding molecular ion bound by an atomic-orbit electron. In the d–D
case, the proximity is sufficient to allow fusion to occur within 10s of picoseconds [25]. On fusion, the muon generally
flies off to restart the cycle.
Before we get into the muon-catalyzed fusion of nuclei, it is useful to mention muon fusion with a nucleus and
how it would differ from nought-orbit electron fusion with a nucleus. This comparison is important because it provides
information, from a well-studied system, on the effects of a tightly bound negative charge for its capture by different
nuclei. “We shall also assume that lepton universality holds better than we need, so that the many lessons learned from
µ decay can be transferred over to muon capture, which thus can be considered as an extension of electron capture,
though perhaps with many more states available” [26]. Except for very light nuclei, muon capture is more likely
than muon atomic decay through the many available states to the lowest orbit. We are interested in both the very-light
nuclei and a system with no states between the lowest Bohr orbit (n = 1) and the nought orbit (n = 0). Some other
differences exist. The muon has sufficient energy to form a neutron from a proton; the nought-orbit electron alone
does not. “When muon capture occurs in any nucleus, the energy release of about 100 MeV is mainly donated to the
neutrino,…’ and “… for muon capture from a µ–p atom, the recoiling neutron takes only 5.2 MeV of kinetic energy,
whilst the neutrino takes away 99.1 MeV.” This means that any fusion reaction with muons falls into the high-energy
nuclear-physics regime. There can be no question about the non-existence of a nought orbit for the muon. The high
muon mass means that its nought orbit would be much smaller than that for an electron and therefore capture/fusion
would be nearly instantaneous. Can the same point be made for an electron in a nought orbit about a high-Z nucleus?
Another point, which may become important for electron decay to the nought orbit about a proton, is that the muon
capture rate from a singlet state is more than 50 times that from the triplet state.
How does this picture compare with that of the Lochon Model? The muon starts out being massive and independent.
The Lochon starts out as a bound electron pair in an s orbital about a nucleus (generally hydrogenic in our usage).
The muon, on ‘atomically’ binding to a ‘proton’ subsequently finds another hydrogen atom or molecule and forms
a very small (pm-size) molecule. The lochon in a special lattice matrix does work on a colliding hydrogen pair and
in the process gains kinetic energy as it slides deeper into the Coulomb potential well. The muon resides in a deep
‘Bohr’ orbit (∼ 250 fm) and the separation of the muonic molecule nuclei is about twice that radius. If attained,
the nought-orbit-bound lochon will have become relativistic and, being doubly charged in the n = 0 orbit (at 100–
200 fm,by one interpretation of the KG equation), will bind another proton or deuteron at about that distance, forming
a ‘pico-molecule’.
The muonic molecular ion (e.g., HµH+ ) and the nought-orbit molecular ion (e.g., HˆH+ ) are of nearly the same size
(both less than a pm in diameter). The major differences are in the location of the energies and the energy levels. The
excess energy of the muonic molecule (relative to standard molecular hydrogen) is in the muon mass. In the nought-orbit
molecule, much energy is tied up in electron and nucleon kinetic energy and in the concentrated, fluctuating, EM fields
about the relativistic electron pair. This ‘AC’ EM-field energy, resulting from the extreme electron acceleration, has
been subtracted almost entirely from the proton field-energy (mass) in the nought-orbit molecule (not so in the muonic
molecule). From the fusion perspective, this reduced nuclear mass means that there might not be fragmentation in
the former case and there is confirmed fragmentation in the latter case. This is a major difference in the conventional
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muon-catalyzed D–D fusion story and in the lochon-catalyzed cold-fusion story.
If the nought-orbits were accepted, there is little doubt that fusion, with different or reduced fragmentation ratios,
would be expected. It would be understood as a natural consequence of the reduced energy of the combined nuclei.
There is still the problem of how to populate these orbits. It is not a given that this orbit must be filled with the assistance
of paired hydrogenic atoms under just the right circumstances. It is possible that the nought-orbit atom, and therefore
the nought-orbit molecule or molecular ion, could be created in another manner.
Another difference in the fusion processes of the two molecules is a consequence of the relative muon or lochon
ability to radiate or otherwise couple the fusion energy away from the excited helium nucleus. The muon is fat and slow
relative to the relativistic electrons or lochon. Therefore, it has little ability to radiate much acquired nuclear energy
in the fusion process. Because it cannot readily dissipate nuclear energy, the fragmentation process is still dominant.
In the case of the 0.5–1 MeV tightly-bound electrons, they have the ability to couple closely to both the accelerating
nucleons and to the adjacent Pd electrons. With this proximity to, and energy flow from, the fusing deuterons, they
may drop below the fragmentation levels before that becomes a real event.
Fragmentation is a feature of energetic nucleons in an excited nucleus when that energy exceeds the binding of the
potential well. Both the muon and the lochon, as tightly bound negative charges, will be able to reduce the proton
Coulomb forces that will try to force the nucleons out of the nucleus. However, the lochon has twice the charge and,
particularly in a fermi-sized nought orbit, will therefore raise the fragmentation levels much more than can a muon.
5. Electron Capture
We can talk of muon capture from a deep orbit by the nucleus, but we also have information about orbital-electron
capture by the nucleus [27]. This process, equivalent to positron (β + ) emission in terms of change in nuclear charge, is
a major contributor in nuclear decay. By 1977, it was found to contribute to the decay of nearly 500 different nuclides.
Electron capture from a nought orbit may become as important to transmutation processes [28] in LENR as is the actual
fusion of nuclei.
Two principle observations are made that will pertain to the comparison of electron capture from an atomic orbit to
that from a nought orbit. First, the nuclear weak interaction converts nuclear energy, an orbital electron, and a nuclear
proton into a neutron and neutrino. Second, EM radiation may be involved in the collapse of the electron from an atomic
orbit into the nuclear region during the capture. The weak interaction has a very small range defined by the overlap of
the atomic electron and nuclear wave functions. This latter is of the same order as the classical electron radius. The
range for generation of EM radiation (called internal Bremsstrahlung in this case), is much larger. It is defined by the
range of the Green’s function and is of the order of the Compton wavelength (except for energies near the electron
binding energy, where the Green’s function range expands greatly).
While the interaction cross section of an EM interaction is much greater at the binding energy, the total interaction
is still reduced by about four orders-of-magnitude because the weak interaction must still take place. In this case, the
nuclear decay energy is shared between the electron, the neutrino, and the photon. While we may normally consider
Bremsstrahlung to be a continuous process with many photons coming out from an accelerating electron with an energy
continuum, the probability of even a second photon being emitted in this single-event process of electron capture is
much less than that for a single photon. Here is a case, of an electron changing energy levels (greatly) and not generally
radiating photons. This apparent violation of both Maxwell’s equations and QM explanations must be addressed
elsewhere. (While quantum electrodynamics mathematically treats it accurately, the physical mechanism of radiation,
or its inhibition, is not developed therein.)
When electron capture from an atomic orbit is discussed, that from a molecule is often referred to in a side note
indicating that capture from ‘outer’ electron shells can be influenced by the chemical environment. In a nought-orbit
molecule (a femto-molecule?), the nought orbit can be considered the outer orbit and it is very much affected by the
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neighboring nucleus (and vice versa). This effect could greatly enhance or retard electron capture. One means of
explaining this has to do with an altering of the nature of the transitions. Electron capture has ‘allowed’ transitions
(%J = 0, πi π f = +1, if L = 1 and %J = 1, πi π f = +1) and various levels of ‘forbidden’ transitions %J = 0,1 πi π f = -1;
and %J = n > 1 πi π f = (-1)n ; or %J = n > 1 πi π f = (-1)n−1 , where L , J , and π gre the radiation multipolarity and the
spin and parity of the various states Forbidden transitions could be many orders of magnitude less likely than allowed
ones. The probability of electron capture relative to fusion of the nuclei in a femto-molecule could depend as much on
parity as on the energy levels of the product nuclei.
As a competition to nought-orbit catalyzed fusion, the well-known electron capture from an atomic orbit should be
compared with that proposed from a nought orbit. Some similarities include:
(1) Both atomic- and nought-orbit electron capture probabilities are proportional to their wave function overlap
probability with that of the nucleus (e.g. the electron density at the nucleus).
(2) Both may emit EM radiation in the process.
(3) The assumed nuclear-charge distribution affects the capture probability calculation. However, for light elements,
the electron, during a transit, may have a greater effect on nuclear charge distribution than the model used.
(4) Relativistic effects are important (s orbitals transit the nuclear region).
(5) Capture probability depends on parity and change in angular momentum (spin and orbital) during the transition.
Forbidden transitions are many orders-of-magnitude less probable.
Some differences are as follows.
(1) The electron density for a nought-orbit electron is orders of magnitude larger than that for an atomic-orbital
electron. Thus, nought-electron-capture probability can become orders of magnitude higher than the probability
of positron decay (or some other decay paths) from many radioactive nuclei. This mechanism alone provides a
basis for the observed LENR reduction of radioactive waste materials as seen in the transmutation studies that
show strong trends toward stable nuclear isotopes.
(2) Effects of orbital-electron screening is large for orbital-electron capture, but negligible for nought-orbit electron
capture - where the orbit is far inside that of the atomic electrons and the nought-electron capture probability is
so much higher.
(3) For the nought-orbit electron, distortion of the nuclear charge density is significant most of the time, not just
during a transit.
(4) Relativistic effects are important mainly for high-Z (Z > 70) atoms (where low-n orbital electrons are relativisitic and transit the nucleus).
(5) Introduction of another ‘coupled’ nucleus can alter the transition probability of the nought orbit by changing the
parity, spin, or angular momentum of the final nuclear state. Thus, a forbidden transition can become allowed,
and vice versa. This cannot happen with an atomic electron capture.
(6) The lack of energetically nearby atomic levels, makes more difficult any transfer of energy from a nought-orbit
electron in its descent into the nucleus.
(7) The possibility of a lochon in a nought orbit, rather than a single electron, can change the spin and parity of
both the initial and final states to increase the probability of either nuclear fusion or of electron(s) capture.
(8) A lochon in a nought orbit does have high proximity and enough energy to create a neutron from a proton
(but not the one it is orbiting until the nuclear potential is available). Therefore, the fusion of a hydrogenic
femto-molecule (p–2eˆ—p ≥ d+ + e) is very rapid.
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6. Internal Conversion
The details of nuclear de-excitation, once a nought-orbit electron, lochon, atom, or even a nought-orbit molecule have
been captured by a nucleus, must be explored. There are similarities and differences between these systems and that
of normal nuclear decay. In electron capture, the formation of a neutron allows decay to a lower, or ground, state with
the excess nuclear energy leaving via the neutrino, and perhaps a gamma ray. Electron capture from the nought-orbit
is not greatly different. However, the electron binding energy and kinetic energy are much greater. Therefore, the
energy requirements for the process are much less. Nevertheless, neutron formation is a weak interaction and there are
competing processes for converting the nought-orbit or nuclear fusion energy to lower levels. Internal conversion, IC,
is one of them.
IC is a radioactive decay process whereby an excited nucleus interacts with an electron in one of the deepest atomic
orbitals, causing the electron to be emitted from the atom. However, the high-speed selectrons from internal conversion
are not beta particles (β particles) since they have a well-specified discrete energy and have no associated neutrinos.
The kinetic energy of the emitted electron is given as E = hgωg= (E i − E f ) − E B , where E i and E f are the energies
of the atom in its initial and final states (including excited nucleus), respectively, while E B is the binding energy of
the electron [29] and ω is the frequency of the electric dipole moment of the nucleus [32]. Since the probability of
IC is proportional to (2mc2 /hωp7vy , energetic conversion electrons are much less common than low-energy ones (keV
range). The high binding energy of a nought-orbit electron (E B = ∼ 0.5 MeV) prevents ejection of such electrons for
too small energy transfers (%E = (E i − E f ) < E B ). On the other hand, in the case of d–Dˆ fusion, the energy of
fusion is so high (E = ∼20 MeV) that, as the fusion energy is converted into nucleon kinetic energy, internal conversion
could be a major pathway for ejecting the nought-orbit electron as the nucleons approach within keVs of ground state.
This event occurs by reducing the nuclear energy in a single energy step close to the electron binding energy. Another
difference between d–Dˆ fusion and normal IC has to do with the stability of the nuclear states. If E i is not fixed (not
a stationary orbit), then the conversion electron will not have a fixed energy. What values of the energies (E i and E f )
should be used for an actively decaying nucleus in the equation above? The final energy of such IC is not necessarily
the ground state. How do the dynamics of this process affect the IC-like decay probability relative to the other decay
mechanisms?
In the internal-conversion process, the wavefunction of an inner-shell electron penetrates the nucleus and may
couple to the excited state and take the energy of the nuclear transition directly, without an intermediate gamma ray
being produced first. The process of imparting energy to the electron may be seen as taking place by means of a virtual
photon, which never appears - except as a feature of an equation rather than as a directly measurable particle.
The importance of IC to our discussion of the nought-orbit electrons and the lochon is the known direct transfer
of excess nuclear energy to transiting electrons. Whether an electron or lochon is in a nought orbit of an atom, a
femto-molecule, or in a fusing pair, because of the proximity to an adjacent accelerating charge [30,31], it is able to
draw energy from any excited-state protons (and perhaps the neutrons?). In the same ‘manner’ as a photon can form
from the EM field about an excited atomic electron, energy can concentrate in a resonant state or flow into or through
an ‘absorber’, e.g., the bound electron (this ‘manner’ is the topic of another paper) from Ref. [32]:
“In a semiclassical picture of internal conversion, the atomic electron is perturbed by an electromagnetic field that
contains near- as well as far-zone components. The former corresponds to the instantaneous electromagnetic field,
the latter contains components due to retardation which transport energy off to, in principle, infinity, that is, radiation
components.”
A deep-orbit electron, being relativistic most of the time, provides (and can receive) a much higher level of both
near- and far-field EM energy from the nucleus than does an atomic electron. Thus, both IC and the nuclear-induced
photo-effect are greatly enhanced. Sorenson continues,
“… contributions to internal conversion primarily come from distances from the nucleus of the order of the Compton
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Figure 1. K-shell internal conversion. The E1 conversion coefficient divided by Z3 is shown as a function of atomic number Z at a transition energy
of 1 MeV. The upper curve is the full coefficient; the lower curve is the photoeffect contribution only. ([32]Sorenson, by permission ...)

wavelength of the electron or shorter.”
This statement of proximity coupling indicates why an IC-like process may be important for the deexcitation process
in the fusing of deuterons into a sub-fragmentation level 4 He* [11].
Normal internal conversion is favored when the energy gap between nuclear levels is small and there is insufficient
energy to decay by pair production. It is slower when the nuclear-energy gap is large and therefore other processes may
dominate. It is the primary mode of de-excitation for the forbidden 0+ → 0+ (i.e. E0, or photonless) transitions.
“The total angular momentum carried by virtual photons can be zero, and therefore the process is not restricted.
The process of the exchange by virtual photons without changing the total angular momentum, called E 0 , is known in

Figure 2. (a) Electric potential between, and (b) EM mass-energy distribution of, an electron (assuming a classical radius) and proton separated by
60, 10, and 0.5 fm. Note change in “size” of both particles, as they approach each other, and the change in vertical scale between (a) and (b).
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nuclear spectroscopy and is sometimes called photonless exchange” [33]¸ my emphasis.
In this process, the excited nuclei are able to rid themselves of energy (donating it to relativistic electrons) without
changing electric and magnetic moments.
Compared to many competitive processes such as radiation or the photoelectric effect, IC is a dominant decay
mode for low-Z nuclei, even when angular momentum is available (for allowed photo-transitions). The upper curve
in Fig. 1 (Sorenson fig get permission), for the total dipole-conversion coefficient (α I C = IC + photo effect) divided by
Z 3 as a function of Z , shows this increasing internal conversion coefficient relative to the photoeffect with decreasing
atomic number. Since both effects are related to the number density of electrons in the vicinity of the excited nucleus,
can the photoeffect be enhanced by the near presence of adjacent lattice-atom electrons? (For example, as the s–d
hybrid electrons are shared by the Pd and D atoms.) If so, it would be a major means of dissipating excess nuclear
energy resulting from fusion of deuterons in condensed matter. In the case of femto-hydrides with a high-Z partner,
the photoeffect would likely be the dominant de-excitation mode.
Internal conversion for forbidden optical transitions is greater for small nuclear-energy gaps. Therefore, MeV
naught-orbit electrons are not likely to be ejected from the nuclear region, via IC, until the nuclear energy has dropped
to much lower levels or, via photoemission, until the electrons or protons have acquired angular momentum during the
decay process to the 4 He ground state.
What are the similarities between internal conversion in the solid state [34]and the proposed nought-orbit electron
or lochon-induced de-excitation of the excited 4 He* nucleus?
(1) Both are an exchange of energy between nucleons and electrons transiting the nucleus.
(2) Energy is directly transferred from protons to electrons within an electron Compton radius of the nucleus
(3) Angular momentum is not necessarily transferred between nucleons and nought-orbit or internal-conversion
electrons
(4) Both are competing with other nuclear decay modes.
(5) Both take place when other, faster, decay processes are not possible or are suppressed, e.g., the forbidden
0+ →0+ transitions.
(6) Both may result in the exit from the atom of an energetic electron.
How does internal conversion differ from the proposed lochon-induced deexcitation of the excited 4 He* nucleus?
(1) IC is important in unstable or metastable nuclear states. Nought-orbit electrons, and a lack of any stable states
beneath the energy level of an excited nucleus (e.g., in lochon-mediated deuterium fusion) prevents the relative
nuclear stability required for consistent energy transfer to photons and atomic-orbit electrons.
(2) Internal conversion for forbidden transitions dominates in small-energy-gap transitions; the 4 He* to 4 He groundstate energy difference is very large (at least initially).
(3) Energies in the excited 4 He* nucleus are sufficient to make real electron-positron pair production a competitive
process. IC for high-energy forbidden optical transitions is generally low and generally cannot compete with
pair production. However, this characteristic radiation has not been observed in LENR – why not? See 1 above.
(4) Internal-conversion electrons exit the nucleus with fixed energy; in LENR, energetic electrons have not been
observed to exit the nucleus; and, in the present model, they will not do so until they have already transferred
most of the excess nuclear energy to the surrounding electrons.
(5) Internal-conversion electrons have binding and average kinetic energies in the atomic-orbital range. Lochons
have binding and average kinetic energies in the MeV range. This difference in energies means that:
(a) The much greater binding energy of the lochon, makes it more difficult to be ejected from the nucleus
Coulomb potential. Therefore, it can accumulate and reradiate large amounts of energy without being
ejected itself.
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(b) The deBroglie frequencies of the Mev lochon is greater than that of the multi-Mev nucleons and therefore
can accumulate (and reradiate) energy from the 4 He* protons. This competitive decay path (and the
forbidden photo transition) accounts for the low observed electron–positron pair production.
(c) The deBroglie frequency of a low-Z atomic electron (multi-eV) is less than that of the nucleons and
therefore cannot gain resonant energy from such a source.
(d) The energy transfer from energetic nuclear protons to lattice electrons via proximity coupling is ordersof-magnitude less for the lower energy internal-conversion electrons.
(6) The possibility of an electron pair (lochon) rather than a single electron interacting with the nucleons permits
some additional decay processes. For instance, actual photon exchange might occur for paired electrons so that
no net change in nucleon angular momentum results.
The net result of these two lists is to show that there exists a process that allows transiting energetic electrons
to de-excite a nucleus, via direct energy coupling and an internal-conversion-like process, without violating known
physics. Also, the differences between internal conversion and the proposed lochon-induced deexcitation processes all
point to a much greater efficiency in the energetic LENR process. This direct energy-coupling process improves the
LENR competition with other decay modes. Therefore, even with fragmentation energetically possible, the ‘internalconversion’ energy-transfer process involving tightly bound (and paired?) electrons could be important pathways to
the 4 He ground state.
7. Summary
The Extended Lochon Model, in seeking to explain the observed phenomena of LENR, has begun to provide an
understanding of bound electrons in relativistic quantum mechanics that has been available from the mathematics (KG
and Dirac equations) for many decades. This important application of the ‘naught’ orbit may lend credence to a hereto-for rejected solution in the Quantum Mechanics formalism. The mathematical wave-mechanics model may not be
the reality. However, if not, it still reflects reality very well in most cases and is a very useful tool. We may not know
exactly how it works; and as a consequence we may not interpret it correctly. Nevertheless, with a new set of data
from LENR, we may now be able to provide new insights into the physical nature of elementary particles and their
interactions and benefit from some work that has gone before, but has not necessarily been accepted.
The naught orbit, defined by both the nature of an electron and its relativisitic interaction with charged nucleons,
now becomes a powerful tool for physically explaining some accepted mathematical physics as well as a here-to-fore
available, but unaccepted, physics model. It provides a mechanism for understanding how nature has avoided the
contradiction of an apparent singularity at the center of a Coulomb potential about a charge. More details of this new
understanding, as it rapidly evolves, will be provided elsewhere. LENR may be providing the data needed to open up
the mystery of the nuclear interaction and to combine both nuclear and atomic physics in a smooth manner.
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